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Seaforth World Naval Review 2015

Now in its seventh year, this annual has established an international reputation as an authoritative
but affordable single volume summary of all the developments in the naval world over the previous
twelve months. It combines regional surveys with one-off major articles on noteworthy new ships
and other important developments. Besides the latest warship projects, it also looks at wider issues
of importance to navies, such as aviation and electronics, and calls on experts from around the
globe to give a balanced picture of what is going on and to interpret its significance. There are
technological reviews dealing with naval aviation by Davis Hobbs, and current mine warfare
developments by Norman Friedman, while warship recycling is discussed by Ian Buxton. Intended
to make interesting reading as well as providing authoritative reference, it contains specially
commissioned drawings and the most up-to-date photographs.
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Outstanding and well be the new rival to Janes. Not so big as Janes but more background detail on
different navl topics. The graphics are outstanding.

This is the new standard for naval reviews. The writing is good, the information is authoritative and
the photos are excellent.This is the first volume of the series I have read. It reviews naval matters
(including trends, budgets and related) for various areas of the world, and has accounts of varying
length of specific navies. Would you believe that Myanmar has an up and coming navy? Area

reviews concentrate largely on the big ones of course--in Asia, that would be China. India, Japan
and South Korea but also smaller navies such as Indonesia's. Many seem to be concentrating on
patrol of their EEZ areas, enforcing regulations and perhaps to anti-pirate coalitions. The technology
of anti-ship missiles means that even smaller navies can pack a punch.Each volume has an
extensive fleet review, in this volume on France. France is the only other nation than the US that
maintains a world naval presence. There are also several examinations of significant ship types. In
this 2015 Review edition, that includes a class of Italian corvettes, the Samuel Beckett patrol
vessels being built for Ireland, Norway's (rather remarkable) fast attack craft, up to 60 knots/hour.
And there's a mobile offshore base, a developing technology related to prepositioning materials
needed for US Marine expeditionary forces.Lastly there are technical reviews on world naval
aviation, mine warfare and warship recycling (scrapping, mostly). Unmanned aircraft are becoming
very very important.

great book, top notch photos, good coverage of world naval event
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